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It was afternoon the Sun rays were playing hide and seek while we looked from our airplane
camera at the amazing landscape of the Boston Coast. As I was looking at the white, snowcovered landscape I wondered where we were going to Land and before I could think much
the plane landed in the snow cleared Logan Airport runway. The moment I ventured out to
go to the hotel I was greeted by cold winds of Boston and I told myself, welcome to -16oC .
The hotel was good and the dining area was the main attraction, not so much for the food but
as the meeting point to 200 students across the SCALE network
From the next day classes started at the MIT Strata building. The 5 min walk from the hotel
to the strata building was a spectacular one. One will pass a series of restaurants and banks
and the moment one crosses the road there is MIT. The road that led to MIT seemed like the
Leaky cauldron at Harry Porter. The architecture of MIT seemed to me as the work of a
modernist, where the architect has thrown hints of rebel against the conventional
architecture of Boston, or it might be Howard Roark the protagonist of Fountainhead built it.
The elegance of the MIT buildings and the rich heritage it carries is immeasurable and because
the city was drenched in white snow, thus the name of the article ‘Elegance in white’ .
As the classes started at the Strata Building, the networking exercise started and my first
group had people from all the continents of the world, wow!! that’s called diversity. The
Boston Apics case was very interesting and I enjoyed so much working with a fantastic group.
The group starred Luis Laporte(GCLOG), a consultant with the Gift of a gab, Alejandro(3C),a
Spanish

engineer and Rahul Verma (Luxembourg) a shipping officer. We loved our

brainstorming sessions and I learnt how a consultant structures a presentation and how one
can make some eye-catching presentation.
Soon we were introduced to the Supply Chain simulation game, The Fresh connection. The
wonderful team consisted of Iordan, Luxembourg; Goke, Nigeria and Sin Guan, Malaysia.
Initially we were overwhelmed by the data given in the game but as we progressed through
the rounds came form a huge negative to positive and eventually reached 5% ROI.

The Fantastic 4 of Fresh Connection
The guest lAP Speaker Series had some of the best minds and CEOs of famous companies. I
was surprised to know that BASF though being such a huge conglomerate uses a single ERP
system for integration of their supply Chain. Mary Long of Dominos explained how Supply
Chain visibility augments excellent customer delivery. Dr Joe Coughlin’s Age Lab presentation
was one of the best presentations I have ever seen, he explained how decreasing population
and increasing loneliness among developed nation is changing market demand. Dr Sheffi
talked about disruption and how a single wrong step can destroy companies like Nokia.
Christine of C&S grocers related how her company manages 100,000 SKUs and the strategies
behind locations of their DCs. Bill Drieghert discussed how Uber is entering the Full Truckload
business and why they have stirred away from Less than Truckload business. Holger explained
some futuristic strategies of postponement, like customisation at the retailer by 3D printing

shoes in 10 seconds. Dr Gonsalvez and Mr Sumantran discussed how urban mobility is
transforming to a connected, heterogeneous, intelligent, and personalized architecture
(CHIP). UPS discussed about reducing carbon foot print and how to incorporate sustainability
strategies into the overall strategies of the company.

Dr Bruce provided us some ground-breaking tools of presentation like the Vision, Emotion,
Logic and Detail architecture (VELD). The approach to customize one’s presentation according
the listener’s characteristics based on the above tools was a revolutionary. My Leadership
group had two MIT students, Nico and Robert and one Luxembourg, student, Diue. We had
lots of fun in recording the leadership video and learnt the skills of persuasion. Chuck Weko’s
negotiation class was very interactive and helped me to pick up tools of negotiation. One of
the many was to sit between the Unions in a Union meeting. The tools were rudimentary yet
impactful.
The software classes were interesting in design. The companies gave us case studies to
understand in which scenario which software would be the best. The simulation game of
Manhattan Associates was quite good and helped us to visualize the logic behind Warehouse
Management Systems. The classes on retail were more concentrated towards nano-stores. In
addition, the ‘cost to serve’ approach could help retails to devise a focused target customer
base and in-turn decrease cash burn. In green Supply Chain, Dr Ghosh discussed how big
companies like Starbuck follow the Sustainability route not only to reduce carbon foot prints
but also to decrease costs.
The Walgreens visit was one of a kind. The drive to Connecticut was nice. The DC has very
high operations efficiency. It was an epitome of how to bring people with disabilities to the
mainstream workplace. I learnt about the concept of Economic profits and the importance of
opportunity cost. At Locus Robotics, I played with the Robots. The Robots have been
intelligently designed and I learnt that Locus Robots increases operation efficiency of
warehouses by 66%.

At Locus Robotics

At Walgreens

I met with Industry veterans in the Poster Competition. All of the students were in their best
attire and was great to learn to about Last mile delivery, IoT and export-import from them.
Jonathan Tan of P&G took special interest in my project. I discussed with Tive, a local start-up
on a lead time issue they were facing. Overall the Poster Competition was a wonderful
experience and as many guests appreciated our poster, I guess the hard work of Zhafri, myself
and Dr Shardul paid off.
The weekends were spent well on touring around Boston namely Boston Commons, Quincy
Market, Walk by the Charles river and the visit to the wonderful Harvard University. In the
Boston city visit we formed a huge group of 18 consisting of people of all the SCALE centres. I
learnt about the opportunities and challenges faced by the youth in Spain, Learnt about cross
continent love stories and about South American cuisines. In many of the evenings I used to
hangout in Muddy Charles the Pub for MIT scholars. The cheap beer and intellectual

discussions used to make the visits worthwhile. I used to walk around the campus occasionally
and even went to the Materials Science Lab. The best part of the campus is the iconic dome,
it is majestic and the magic words Massachusetts Institute of Technology further enhances its
beauty.

Overall the trip was transformational. It was a departure from analytical thinking to more
strategic thinking. Though I am in Instagram for few years, I didn’t know pictures in a
presentation could be so impactful. I am thankful to Malaysia Institute for Supply Chain
Innovation for pushing us beyond our comfort zones, it helped me to excel in assignments at
MIT. I am thankful to the entire MIT CTL staff for making our stay wonderful and memorable.
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